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Introduction

Energy issues are receiving particularly close
attention these days due to heightened interest
in cutting greenhouse gas emissions from energy
production and consumption, as well as concerns
relating to energy prices and national security.
Given the prominence of energy on government
agendas, it is no surprise that Alberta’s Premier Ed
Stelmach has committed the province to develop
a “comprehensive energy strategy”.2 In developing
this policy, the province should rigorously assess
the utility of and logic underlying all existing
energy-related policies, rather than take those
existing policies for granted. This reassessment is
especially warranted by an additional recent event
– the province’s commencement of a legislative
process to split its chief energy regulatory body, the
provincial Energy and Utilities Board (EUB), back
into two separate boards. One Board will deal with
upstream fossil fuel production and the other with
management of the province’s electricity system.3
This process warrants a reassessment of existing
provincial energy policies to make sure that the two
new energy Boards start their regulatory work with
the proper underlying policy foundation and that the
Boards are properly structured to effectuate those
policies.
This article assesses one of the most prominent
of Alberta’s existing energy policies, which is the
legislative objective in the Energy Resources
Conservation Act (ERCA), to “effect the
conservation of, and prevent the waste of” Alberta’s
“energy resources”.4 The ERCA’s purpose section
lists several other purposes (discussed below).
However, the Act’s “conservation” mandate was
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the only legislative objective in the statutory
predecessor to the ERCA.5 And although there
are now other objectives, the ERCA’s reference
to “conservation” in its title suggests that the
“conservation” purpose trumps all others. Thus,
energy resource “conservation” is said to “go to the
very root” of the EUB’s “purpose and existence”6
and is referred to as the Board’s “primary objective”
or “overriding mandate”.7 In fact, just as it appears
in the ERCA’s title, this mandate was reflected in
the name of the Energy Resources Conservation
Board (ERCB), which is one of the two Boards
that were combined into the EUB and that will be
created again if and when the EUB is split.8 (For
simplicity, references in this paper to the “EUB” are
intended to include the ERCB, unless otherwise
noted.)
While the importance of the “conservation” mandate
is clear, its actual meaning is not. This article
explores the meaning and utility of the Act’s energy
resource “conservation” purpose in the context
of non-renewable energy resources, particularly
oil and gas.9 The article starts by addressing
several plain or common meanings of the term
“conservation” and discusses the ERCA’s lack of
documentation of the term’s meaning. The article
then discusses the meaning of “conservation”
from the standpoints of that term’s use in several
fossil fuel “conservation” statutes that operate in
conjunction with the ERCA, and from the long
history of oil and gas “conservation” programs
and scholarship related to those programs. Finally,
the article considers what, if any, legislative/policy
reforms to the energy resource “conservation”
mandate are warranted.

Résumé
En développant une “stratégie énergétique globale”, la province de l’Alberta devrait évaluer soigneusement le
sens et la valeur de ses politiques énergétiques actuelles. Cet article examine le mandat provincial de longue date
de « conservation » des ressources énergétiques et conclut que ce mandat est ambigu et insuffisant parce qu’il
n’encourage pas la prise en compte de la totalité des coûts et l’analyse du cycle de vie lors des développements
énergétiques.

“Conservation” in the ERCA – An
Undefined Purpose Without a Program

At first blush, the ERCA’s energy resources “conservation”
mandate sounds sensible, but what does energy
“conservation” really mean? Absent a definition of
“conservation” in the ERCA, the term’s plain or ordinary
meanings may be useful bases for interpreting the
legislative term.10 These meanings appear to subsume
“waste prevention” and thus suggest that the ERCA’s
references to energy “conservation” and “waste prevention”
are equivalent.11 (Hence, references to “conservation”
in the remainder of this article implicitly include “waste
prevention” unless otherwise noted.) While this facet of
“conservation” is relatively clear, the following discussion
shows that there are several other facets of the term’s plain
meaning that are much more ambiguous.
As relevant here, there are two variations in the plain
meaning of “conservation”. One of these contemplates
no diminution at all of a given resource.12 This absolute
concept is equivalent to “preservation” and arguably has
no intuitive (or lay) application to production and use of
non-renewable energy resources, because the total stock
of those resources is necessarily diminished by each
increment of production.
Under another possible plain meaning, “conservation”
can result in some diminution of a resource provided the
rate or quantity of diminution is socially acceptable.13
This meaning makes intuitive sense in the downstream
energy context where, even if seldom specifically defined,
“energy conservation” has long implied simply using less
energy or using it more efficiently. However, this nonabsolute meaning also has a better fit in the upstream,
non-renewable energy context, because it accommodates
the inevitable diminution associated with non-renewable
resource production.
While it makes more sense than the absolute meaning, the
non-absolute meaning of “conservation” is still problematic
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in leaving open how the socially acceptable levels of
diminution are to be determined. Are rates or volumes of
diminution resulting from unfettered markets benchmarks
of socially acceptable diminutions, even when there is no
price for the non-energy resource inputs and the market
prices for the energy inputs do not reflect the ‘external’
social costs of producing those inputs? If “conservation”based limits on extraction rates are warranted given those
non-market costs, how should “conservation” regulators
weigh those costs against the benefits of marginal energy
production in setting appropriate limits on extraction rates?
Putting these questions another way, how much of a
resource should be saved now so that it is available for
future generations?14 Are future generations better served
by having access to non-renewable resource stocks than
to the capital or other products of the wealth gained from
prior generations’ production of that resource stock or,
conversely, from avoiding the negative effects of such
production in earlier generations? Does production in
earlier generations promote additional exploration and
technology development that actually increases available
reserves for at least some number of subsequent
generations? Are market-based interest rates appropriate
bases for ‘discounting’ exercises to compare the values of
future versus present production?
In short, the plain meanings of “conservation” raise several
fundamental questions about the term’s application in
the non-renewable upstream energy resource context.
Unfortunately, the ERCA provides only incomplete answers
to these questions because, as previously noted, it lacks
a definition of “conservation”. However, at least some
facets of the term’s meaning may be gleaned by negative
inference from the Act’s other purposes. One of these other
purposes, to “ensure environment conservation”, suggests
that the Legislature did not consider “conservation” of
energy resources and of the environment to be identical
concepts. Likewise, another purpose, to ensure “safe
and efficient” practices in upstream energy exploration,
processing, development and transportation activities,

suggests that these goals are distinct from the Act’s energy
“conservation” goal (ss. 2(d) & (e)).
While the Act provides some clues as to what concepts
may not be included under the “conservation” umbrella,
these clues shed little light on what actually belongs
under that umbrella. Besides failing to affirmatively define
energy resource “conservation”, the ERCA also lacks a
clear mechanism for implementing that mandate. Other
than the Act’s threshold list of purposes, the only provision
that actually refers to “conservation” is a section giving
the EUB general authority to make recommendations
to the provincial Cabinet on matters relating to energy
development, including “energy conservation” (s. 21(b)). If
anything, this section suggests the Legislature left it to the
EUB to figure out what “conservation” really meant rather
than provide its own view as to the term’s meaning.
Another relevant ERCA provision requires the EUB to
consider the “public interest” whenever the Board is
required by another statute to conduct a “hearing, inquiry,
or investigation” with respect to an energy-resource
“project” (s. 3). These “public interest” determinations
presumably should reflect consideration of the Act’s
several purposes, including the “conservation” objective.15
Conversely, this provision suggests that the EUB’s efforts
to “conserve” energy resources must fit within a broader
“public interest” objective,16 although it is uncertain how
and whether “conservation” actually serves that broader
“public interest”, as discussed further below.
In sum, the ERCA’s “conservation” objective sounds lofty
and is spoken of reverentially in Alberta. But the Act’s
text appears to be largely symbolic and lacks a definition
of the objective and provisions to implement it, and thus
provides virtually no clues as to its meaning. This kind of
omission would generally warrant giving the Legislature a
failing grade for poor bill drafting. However, this criticism is
somewhat harsh in the case of the ERCA’s “conservation”
mandate, at least in the fossil fuel context, because there
are additional, external clues as to the term’s meaning in
that context.17 The following parts of this article discuss
those clues.

The Fossil Fuel “Conservation” Acts

Three fossil fuel “conservation statutes” – the Oil and Gas
Conservation Act (OGCA), the Oilsands Conservation
Act (OCA), and the Coal Conservation Act (CCA) – have
“conservation” and “waste prevention” purposes that echo
those in the ERCA.18 Indeed, these objectives have been
considered the “pervasive and uniting theme” of the ERCA
and the two conservation statutes listed above that cover

oil and gas.19 However, like the ERCA, none of these
three fossil fuel conservation statutes specifically defines
“conservation” but, unlike the ERCA, these three do define
“waste” and then generally prohibit activities that “commit
waste”.20 These statutes’ “waste” definitions might therefore
be considered evidence of legislative intent regarding the
meaning of “conservation”. Yet, as with the ERCA, the three
statutes’ plain references to both “conservation” and “waste”
prevention might suggest the Legislature considered the
two mandates distinct, if not closely related. In addition, the
following analysis of the three statutes’ “waste” definitions
suggests that they too are ambiguous.
Starting with the CCA, that Act’s definition of “waste”
refers to “careless or improvident” mining practices that
cause coal to be “lost” or that result in “reduced” coal
“recover[ies]”, and to “needless deterioration” of coal quality
(s. 1(1)(r)). This definition is generally consistent with the
non-absolute plain meanings of “conservation” and “waste”
discussed above; yet, as with those lay meanings, the CCA
definition’s standards of conduct are inherently ambiguous.
Are they defined by individual firms’ own policies, by the
best practices among all coal producers or some other
industry benchmark, or by broader measures of social
acceptability that account for costs and benefits which are
external to the producers’ own bottom lines?
The “waste” definitions in both the OGCA and OSCA
are more complex than the CCA’s definition in that they
have two parts. One part is a bare-bones reference to
the “ordinary meaning” of “waste”. (The lay person’s
“ordinary meaning” was discussed above and, thus, need
not be repeated here.) However, there is some question
as to whether the Legislature meant “ordinary” from a lay
person’s standpoint or from the historical usage of the term
in the specific context of oil and gas regulation.21
The second part of the “waste” definitions in the OGCA
and OSCA consists of a cross-reference to “wasteful
operations” which term, in turn, is defined in both statutes
by a list of several categories of wasteful activities. The
listed categories differ somewhat between the two Acts
but, read together, all of the categories (with one exception
discussed below) essentially mimic the non-absolute
approach of the (lay person’s) “ordinary meaning” of
waste. Thus, these categories cover operations that result
in reduced recoveries or surface losses of oil and gas
or bitumen that are considered “excessive”, “improper”,
“inefficient”, not “economic”, or not justified by “sound
engineering and economic principles”.22 It is debatable
whether the standards “excessive” or “improper” provide
any more guidance than the lay person’s “ordinary
meaning” of waste, as discussed in above. The remaining
three standards appear more specific, but even these
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provide ambiguous guidance for drawing lines between
non-wasteful and wasteful losses. Are the concepts of
“economic” and “efficient” practices viewed from firmbased, industry-wide, or broader social perspectives? If the
latter, to what extent should they involve considerations of
the externalities and life cycle costs of upstream oil and
gas production? What is the ultimate or underlying social
objective of, or reason for, restricting losses to only those
that are justified by “sound” engineering and economic
principles?
Given the questions arising from the Acts’ “waste”
definitions, it is not surprising that the EUB itself has
observed that the “specific details” of the factors listed in
the OGCA’s definition of “waste”, including the “economic
tests”, are “left to the discretion” of the Board.23 Put
another way, the Legislature has purported to make a
significant policy decision by generally prohibiting “waste”,
but has effectively passed that policy function off to the
Board by defining “waste” in such broad, ambiguous terms
as to leave effective interpretation to the Board’s ad hoc or
generic decisions.
As noted above, the OGCA and OSCA list an additional
category of “wasteful operations” that does not generally
track the non-absolute “ordinary” meaning. This category
covers operations that produce petroleum fuels and
related products “in excess of proper storage facilities or of
transportation and marketing facilities or of market demand”
for them.24 While this category lacks the ambiguities
associated with the non-absolute standards of conduct,
its reference to “market demand” is similarly ambiguous
or open ended. The OGCA defines “market demand” as
the amount of oil or gas that is “reasonably needed for
current consumption, use, storage and working stocks
within and outside Alberta.”25 It is arguably hard enough
to forecast demand for oil and gas by calculating historic
demand and then predicting future trends in commercial
and non-commercial activities that use oil and gas. But
adding a determination of a “reasonable” need for oil and
gas impliedly requires additional, complex determinations
of current and potential future efficiencies of these uses
and of availabilities of alternative fuels and non-energy
sources for oil and gas products. To make matters worse,
“market demand” is itself a function of government policy
and regulation, particularly with respect to social costs that
are external to market prices. Because “market demand”
does not occur within some ‘natural state’, any government
decision-making under these statutes based on predictions
of “market demand” is a circular exercise. However, this is
somewhat of an overstatement from the EUB’s perspective,
because the Board might simply take other government
decisions affecting “market demand” as givens for purposes
of the Board’s own determinations of “market demand”
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and, accordingly, of whether any oil and gas operations are
“wasteful” under the Act.
In sum, the three fossil fuel “conservation” acts purport
to flesh out the ERCA’s “conservation/waste prevention”
mandate through the statutes’ “waste” definitions, but
those definitions are themselves ambiguous. Thus, it is
no surprise that the EUB has reported to have “engaged
in many debates over the years to try to define the most
appropriate criteria for determining the difference between
waste and acceptable production practice.”26
Of course, the Acts’ “waste” definitions are not the
only legislative clues as to the meaning of oil and
gas “conservation” in Alberta. In addition to defining
and generally prohibiting “waste”, the three fossil fuel
“conservation” statutes contain extensive regulatory
regimes (all implemented by the EUB) for their respective
fossil fuel sectors. Thus, one might say that the statutes’
conservation mandates are defined, if not directly then
indirectly, by the nature and scope of those regulatory
regimes. Even under this interpretation, it is still difficult to
glean an abstract meaning of “conservation” because the
Acts contain little additional policy direction, beyond their
“conservation” purposes and several other purposes (like
those in the ERCA), as to how the EUB should exercise its
regulatory discretion.
Given this legislative policy vacuum, one might conclude
that “conservation” is more of a label for the EUB’s broad
regulatory discretion than a coherent, self-standing
resource management principle.27 This interpretation
has considerable appeal from a practical standpoint,
but it arguably offends legal principles for legislative
interpretation because it would essentially render the
“conservation” provision in the Act’s purpose section
meaningless and provide no good guidance for energy
resource developers. Absent meaningful legislative clues,
the historical usage of “conservation” in the oil and gas
industry likely provides the most compelling evidence of
this meaning although, as discussed below, that evidence
itself is unclear as to what “conservation” means.

The Historical Meanings of Oil and Gas
“Conservation”

The term “conservation” has long been a mantra for
managing conventional upstream oil and gas production
in Alberta and in other Canadian and U.S. jurisdictions.28
There is an extensive record of this “conservation” history,
including generic “conservation” policies and case-specific
“conservation”-based decisions of regulators relating to
numerous different aspects of oil and gas production. And

there is a considerable body of “conservation” scholarship
providing theoretical, empirical, and historical analyses. The
aim of this part is not to provide a comprehensive review of
this historical record but simply to glean the salient facets
of the oil and gas “conservation” history, relying primarily on
secondary sources, in order to determine what if any clues
this history provides for understanding the meaning of nonrenewable energy “conservation”.
Oil and Gas “Conservation” Problems and Programs
The history of oil and gas “conservation” goes back to the
pioneer programs for regulating oil and gas production in
the U.S.29 In both the U.S. and Canadian contexts, oil and
gas “conservation programs” were developed in response
to courts’ application of the common law ‘rule of capture’
to petroleum reservoirs. Under this rule, a person who has
rights to produce sub-surface minerals under one tract of
land is not liable to any holders of mineral rights under
neighbouring tracts for loss of oil and gas drained from
under those tracts by a well drilled on the person’s own
land. The practical effect of the rule is to encourage oil
and gas rights holders to drill wells as quickly as they can,
through as many wells as possible, to avoid losing access
to reserves that might be drained by neighbouring holders
of ‘correlative’ rights to the same pool. These incentives
in turn can cause over-investment in production, sloppy
practices resulting in surface losses, and rapid drainage
that reduces reservoir pressures and thus the total volumes
recovered from each reservoir being produced.30
To remedy the problems that have been of concern to
“conservation” programs, the classic or most common
tools used in those programs have been requirements
to minimize the flaring of natural gas and other kinds of
surface losses of oil and gas during production, and to
require ‘enhanced recovery’ techniques and specified
production rates and well spacings to maintain reservoir
pressures.31 (In the latter sense, it might be more fitting
to say that the resource being “conserved” is reservoir
pressure rather than the oil or gas being produced.32)
As with the plain or ordinary meaning of “conservation”,
these historic “conservation” programs have generally been
considered to be equivalent to, or to at least include, the
concept of “waste” prevention.33 Thus, “waste” prevention
can be considered an underlying “conservation” objective
from a historical standpoint. However, this linkage of
“conservation” and “waste” prevention is questionable when
viewed from a legislative standpoint, because the ERCA
and oil and gas “conservation” statutes all refer to those
terms as related but distinct concepts (as noted above).
Several underlying objectives have been mentioned in
connection with the conventional oil and gas conservation

programs discussed above: maximizing recovery in
any given reservoir; ensuring equitable access among
correlative owners of production rights to a given reservoir;
and, preventing over-investment in production which
is often referred to as “economic waste” or inefficiency
– i.e., excess production expense per unit of output.
(Price stabilization or maintenance was an additional
historical objective, at least, in some jurisdictions,
although there is some question whether this was a
‘true’ “conservation” objective.34) However, not all of
the three objectives are consistently mentioned among
“conservation” scholars; nor does there seem to be a
consensus on their relative importance.35 As two U.S.
“conservation” scholars commented several decades ago,
the wide range of state regulatory programs that were
subsumed under the “conservation” rubric “diffuses the
term into an almost meaningless coverage incapable of
definition.”36 Compounding this confusion, Alberta’s two
oil and gas “conservation” statutes collectively expressly
aim to promote “efficiency” and protect correlative rights,
in addition to ensuring oil and gas “conservation”.37 Thus,
as with the texts’ distinction between “conservation” and
“waste” prevention, these distinct legislative references
suggest that the Legislature intended “conservation” to
mean something other than promoting “efficiency” and
protecting correlative rights.38
In the oil sands context, the “conservation” principle has
been especially prominent as a justification for the EUB’s
issuance of orders shutting in wells for producing reserves
of natural gas that are “associated” with underlying bitumen
deposits, when production of that gas might jeopardize
recovery of the underlying bitumen. The EUB’s logic is that
the raw energy content of the bitumen being protected
– measured on an ‘oil equivalence’ basis – greatly exceeds
that of the “associated” gas.39
What the “Conservation” Objectives Don’t Cover
As noted above, there are questions as to whether all
of the historical oil and gas “conservation” objectives fit
within the legislative concept of “conservation”. There are
additional questions as to why these historical objectives
have been pursued. Before attempting to answer these
questions, it is worth clarifying several limitations in
the scope of the objectives or, in other words, what the
objectives do not purport to cover.
First, “conservation” is not described as having been
intended to maximize net energy output per se – i.e.,
energy output minus energy inputs needed to generate
that output. Nor is it meant as a goal to minimize the full,
life-cycle costs of energy production.40 This said, there
are ongoing attempts to account for and reduce the life
cycle costs of “conservation” activities. For example, a
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provincial cabinet regulation offers limited royalty credits for
oil and gas producers who use CO2 in place of water for
enhanced recovery operations.41 And oil sands operations
are being assessed from life cycle standpoints using
assessment methodologies that are being increasingly
refined.42 More work is arguably needed to not only perfect
life cycle assessment methods but also to fully incorporate
their results in regulatory and policy decisions.43
Second, upstream oil and gas “conservation” has not
been viewed as contingent upon, or as a function of,
the implementation of downstream energy conservation
policies. This non-linkage was observed forty years ago
by Lovejoy and Homan who noted that, in the “petroleum
industry and among state [petroleum] regulatory agencies,
the end-uses to which petroleum is to be put are almost
completely excluded from discussions of conservation.”
In fact, the authors concluded with some regret that there
was “something approaching a dogmatic taboo against
mentioning the subject” of downstream end-uses in the
context of upstream “conservation”.44 This said, all three
fossil fuel “conservation” statutes include provisions for
the EUB’s regulation (through an “industrial development
permit” program) of the downstream use of fossil fuels
by large-scale industrial and manufacturing operations.
However, the upstream and downstream energy
“conservation” provisions are functionally linked in these
statutes only in the sense of being contained in the same
statutory texts.45
Third, “conservation” does not seem to guide
considerations of equitable or otherwise appropriate
allocations of all conventional oil and gas reserves
between present and future generations.46 Finally, the
three historical “conservation” objectives are related to, but
distinct from, considerations as to whether a jurisdictionwide production/reserve ratio – i.e., the amount produced
today versus the amount left in place for future production
– will maximize the jurisdictional owners’ rents in light
of current and future resource prices, interest rates,
and technology and other factors bearing on production
costs and reserve discoveries. How these factors bear
on socially optimal production rates is a central question
for natural resource economists.47 And while economists
have occasionally referred to this production rate question
under the broad rubric of “conservation”,48 this topic does
not seem to have been relevant to government decisionmaking under oil and gas “conservation” programs.49
In Search of a Unifying Theory
Besides identifying these limitations in the “conservation”
concept, it is worth considering whether there is a single
or unified principal or definition of “conservation” that can
be gleaned from the historical record. There have been
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attempts to articulate an unambiguous “conservation”
concept but their success is questionable. Thus, for
example, U.S. economists Lovejoy and Holman referred
to the “looseness and vagueness” of the “conservation”
concept that has been articulated in “industry circles”.50
Writing in the 1970s, Canadian economist Anthony Scott
opined that “conservation” involved “using the results of
research into the most profitable methods of production
so that no oil which might return a good profit is lost.”51
However, Scott’s definition is utterly ambiguous as to the
relative roles of governments and markets in determining
appropriate production practices and outputs.
Putting aside scholars’ attempts to synthesize a unifying
theory of oil and gas “conservation”, what theory has the
EUB applied in carrying out its broad regulatory discretion
under the fossil fuel “conservation” statutes? The answer
is unclear, in part, because the Board does not appear
to have ever articulated an abstract theory and logic of
“conservation”.52 Former EUB member George Govier has
provided an often-referenced explanation which lumps the
concepts of “efficiency” and “economically avoidable” waste
with notions of protecting the interests of future generations
and waste elimination in general.53 This explanation has
appropriately been described as an ambitious attempt to
“blend … traditional conservation philosophy, insights from
practical engineering experience, and economic theory”.54
However, it hardly provides a uniform underlying abstract
theory from which regulatory approaches in varying
petroleum and non-petroleum energy resource contexts
can be logically derived. In his landmark history of the EUB,
Breen noted that petroleum “conservation” regulations “did
not emerge full-blown from a solidly constructed theoretical
foundation.”55 Nor does it appear that the EUB has ever
developed such a foundation after the fact and thus has not
embedded this foundation in its decisions.
Preliminary research suggests that, besides not articulating
a foundational “conservation” theory, the Board has shifted
over time in its views as to the principle’s implications.
An illustrative example of this shift is the EUB’s policy for
conserving ‘solution gas’ which is gas that exists in solution
with crude oil in a reservoir but separates from the oil
during production. For a period up to the late 1990s, the
Board believed that ‘solution gas’ should be “conserved” –
i.e., recovered and put to use, rather than flared or vented
to the atmosphere – only when this approach was cost
effective from the industry’s own cost-benefit standpoint.56
By contrast, the EUB currently decides whether solution
gas should be “conserved” based on a cost-effectiveness
standard that is not driven by the industry’s own financial
bottom line.57 The fundamental nature of this shift from the
industry to the public’s perspective of cost effectiveness
supports Breen’s conclusion, noted above, that the Board’s

“conservation” programs have not been premised on a
strong underlying theoretical foundation.58
The “Conservation” Objectives and the “Public
Interest”
The absence of a single theory underlying the three
historical “conservation” objectives makes it difficult to
assess how those objectives are intended to serve the
broader “public interest”, but does not preclude that inquiry
altogether. We offer several conclusions based on the
above analysis.
First, two of the three historical “conservation” objectives
– protecting correlative rights and promoting efficient
production – if not also the third objective of maximizing
production, are likely aimed primarily at promoting the
profitability or health of the oil and gas sector as a whole.
The means for achieving this profitability objective, in turn,
is essentially to protect the sector against the harms any
one of its members might inflict on itself and on the other
members through their naturally competitive responses
to the ‘rule of capture’. While questions have been raised
about how the public as a whole benefits from those
protective measures,59 the case can at least be made that
any benefits to the oil and gas industry inure indirectly
to the public as well, based on the logic that the overall
economy thrives when the oil and gas sector is healthy.
To the extent it has really been applied, the upstream
production efficiency objective may also have direct
benefits for the general public, but even the nature of the
actual public benefit has been questioned.60
The historical “conservation” objective of maximizing
production also seems to have a more direct connection
to the “public interest” which is based on a notion that it is
simply wrong, from some fundamental or moral standpoint,
to ‘strand,’ ‘sterilize,’ or otherwise render unusable a natural
resource that has no apparent social utility in situ. Thus,
Lovejoy and Holman note that “conservation” is “more a
movement and an ethic for avoiding waste in some physical
sense than a mere extension of the economic theory of
optimum allocation of resources between uses and through
time.”61 The authors themselves characterize it is a “puritan
directive not to ‘waste’ our God-given resources”.62
The moral notion is intuitively appealing but only at
first blush. This appeal diminishes when, as explained
above, the “conservation” imperative is exercised without
consideration of the full life cycle costs of maximizing
production (or of maximizing output on an oil equivalence
basis). In simple terms, it may not be wrong to forego
producing the last drop of oil or gas from a given pool, or
even a larger or significant percentage of that remainder,
if the social costs of that marginal production – e.g., costs

arising from production and consumption of other natural
resources needed to maximize production of a given oil or
gas pool – are greater than the social benefits.
Of course, just because full life cycle costs seem to be
excluded from historic oil and gas “conservation” objectives
doesn’t mean the EUB has to ignore them in applying
the ERCA’s environmental conservation and efficiency
objectives and in making its “public interest” decisions.63
However, if energy resource “conservation” is nevertheless
viewed as the EUB’s chief or primary mandate (as noted
in the introduction above), historic conservation objectives
may trump all other “public interest” considerations in
practice. The EUB’s reliance on the “conservation” principle
as a basis for resolving the ‘gas over bitumen’ dispute
suggests that this is the case, at least, in those contexts
where “conservation” issues arise in the first instance.64
The narrow scope of issues typically addressed in oil and
gas “conservation” literature also suggests that full cost life
cycle considerations have generally been excluded in other
oil and gas “conservation” contexts.
In sum, there is an extensive historical record – from
industry, government, and scholars – of oil and gas
“conservation”, but the record is problematic for discerning
a coherent meaning of the term as used in the ERCA.
This is due, in part, to the apparent lack of an underlying
“conservation” theory. And while several “conservation”
objectives are commonly referenced, they are not
consistently embraced under the “conservation” banner and
may not fit within the legislative use of the term. Finally,
the objectives are limited in scope or focus and, thus, their
linkage to the broader “public interest” is hardly clear.

The Future for “Energy Resource
Conservation”?

The ambiguous nature of the province’s oil and gas
“conservation” mandate strongly suggests that legislative
reform of the mandate is warranted. This part provides
several points to help policy makers in deciding what kind
of reform is needed. First, the ERCA’s application of its
“conservation” objective (as well as its other threshold
objectives) to all “energy resources” provides an implied
legislative directive that provincial energy policies and
programs should reflect a comprehensive, holistic focus.65
This said, the “conservation” mandate should itself be
seriously reconsidered in all its applications. Besides
the uncertainties as to what it means in various
upstream energy resource contexts, the concept’s
apparent preclusion of full cost life cycle, system-wide
considerations, as discussed above, severely limits
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its utility as a guide for government decision-making.
Thus, “conservation” should be re-defined or, more
accurately in the ERCA’s case, newly defined, to reflect
these considerations. Alternatively, perhaps the ERCA’s
“conservation” provision should be retired altogether in the
upstream energy context and replaced with a new mantra for
a more holistic, system-based approach. “Integrated energy”
management, as expressed in a 2006 provincial “vision”
statement, and “resource sustainability” are two terms
that might fill this legislative void, but they too should be
supported by reasonably clear definitions and implementing
provisions.
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